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1. Introduction

3. Working Group on Ocean Surface Layer

As a key part of planning for a U.S. component of the World
Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE), the Scientific Steering Committee (SSC) has established several U.S. WOCE
working groups. Generally these working groups are charged
with recommending which data and technical or scientific
developments are required to attain the scientific objectives.
The present status of these working groups is reviewed here.

This working group, chaired by Roland deSzoeke, is charged
with recommending WOCE activities to meet the following
objective: to describe the upper boundary layer of the ocean
adequately for quantitative estimates of large-scale vertical
exchange of mass, heat, freshwater, buoyancy, momentum,
vorticity, and chemical tracers between the surface layers
(and the atmosphere) and the ocean interior. Quantitative estimates of the horizontal transports of some of these quantities
and their divergences are also needed. This work will involve
consideration of the physics of operative processes, recommendations of data needed to adequately describe such processes for WOCE goals, and suggested strategies for obtaining such data.
The following potential members were invited to the organizational meeting held at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography on 25 January 1985: Andrew Bennett (IOS, BC),
David Halpern (NOAA/PMEL), William Large (NCAR),
James Luyten (WHOI), Clayton Paulson (OSU), Lynne Talley
(SIO), Robert Weller (WHOI), and Warren White (SIO). A
report of that meeting will be available soon.

2. Working Group on Atmosphere-Ocean
Exchange
This working group is charged with planning functions needed
to achieve the objective of improved basic descriptions and
the establishment of uncertainties of surface boundary conditions and exchanges of physical properties with the atmosphere. These functions include assessments of present capabilities, encouragement of analyses and developments
needed to improve these capabilities, and recommendation
of data collection, processing, and management systems
needed to meet each objective.
The working group will maintain liaison (through common
membership) with related groups of TOGA (Tropical Ocean
Global Atmosphere) and NASA 2 science groups.
Chaired by William Large (NCAR), the members include:
D. Chelton (OSU), M. Freilich (JPL), C. Gautier (SIO),
E. Harrison (MIT), T. Liu (JPL) and P. Taylor (IOS, UK).
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4. Working Group on Numerical Modeling
A WOCE Working Group on Numerical Modeling (WGNM)
has been established to serve as a community forum for the
discussion of progress in numerical general circulation modeling and its relationship to WOCE design and data analysis,

setts Institute of Technology; NASA-National Aeronautics and
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Research; NOAA-National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration; NODC-National Oceanographic Data Center; NORDANaval Ocean Research and Development Activity; NSF-National
Science Foundation; OSU-Oregon State University; PMEL-Pacific
Marine and Environmental Laboratories; SIO-Scripps Institution
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and as an advisory body on resource and manpower requirements for large-scale ocean modeling. More specific terms of
reference are under consideration by the working group membership. Dale Haidovgel (NCAR) is the WGNM Chairman.
Other members include Kirk Bryan ( G F D L / N O A A ) , Mark
Cane (LDGO), Young-June Han (OSU), Ed Harrison (MIT),
William Holland (NCAR), Harley Hurlburt (NORDA),
James J. O'Brien (FSU), Jorge Sarmiento (GFDL), Bert
Semtner (NCAR), and Allan Robinson (Harvard).
The first meeting was held at NCAR on 10 December 1984.
The meeting had two purposes: to review the status of largescale modeling in the U.S. and its role in WOCE and to discuss
the issues of manpower and computer resources. The WGNM
conclusions on these latter issues served as input to a UCAR
meeting held the following day to discuss computing resources
for the U.S. ocean modeling community. A working group
meeting report will be available soon.
In preparation for the U.S. WOCE preliminary scientific
plan, the W G N M is presently considering the likely relations
between models and data in WOCE. The questions being considered include: which specific observational datasets have
been most useful in the past in running and evaluating models of the large-scale ocean circulation; which datasets, and
which level of accuracy, are desirable as a result of WOCE;
and which specific modeling activities are now needed in
preparation for the acquisition and utilization of these datasets? A summary discussion of these issues is being prepared
for the WOCE SSC.

5. Working Group on Experimental Design for
Measuring Geostrophic Circulation
The objective of this working group is to pursue individual
research and group discussion on the design of WOCE for
the objective of measuring the geostrophic general circulation
of the oceans. This is a small group; its members have expertise
and interests spanning measurement techniques and analyses
for the geostrophic circulation. The members have begun the
process of formulating a quantitative framework for constructing and evaluating experimental designs. Meetings will
be few.
The present membership consists of: H. Bryden (WHOI);
R. Davis (SIO); J. Luyten (WHOI); J. McWilliams (NCAR),
Chairman; and J. Price (WHOI).

6. Working Group on Technology Development
An array of new or improved techniques, instrumentation,
platforms, and facilities will be needed for the WOCE experimental program. The U.S. WOCE Technology Working
Group is charged with planning and coordinating activities
to ensure the availability of these capabilities when they are
needed. This WG is organized with a small membership but
with a large Advisory Committee to ensure a range of expertise from academia and industry. The smaller group is required to provide formal guidance by determining directions
for development, making recommendations regarding proposal activities, etc. The Advisory Committee, which is
available to lend expertise and advice to the working group
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chairman, Robert Heinmiller, is open to all interested parties.
By agreement of the international WOCE Scientific Steering
Group, the U.S. Technology Development Working Group
is also the lead group for technology development for international WOCE.
Working group activities will involve:
1) Identification of WOCE needs in technology improvement or new development.
2) Identification of existing development efforts of interest to WOCE.
3) Identification of individuals to carry out needed development work which is not already underway.
4) Where necessary, coordination of interrelated development efforts.
5) Planning for the transfer of appropriate technology to
commercial production.
6) Evaluation of existing commercial products for WOCE
needs.
7) Identification of and planning for necessary operational facilities.
8) Recommendations to the WOCE Scientific Steering
Committee on technology issues.
Working group members are Richard Blidberg (U. N.
Hamp.), Robert Chase (WHOI), Russ Davis (SIO), Curt Ebbesmeyer (Evans-Hamilton, Inc.), Robert Heinmiller (Omnet
Inc.), and Dale Pillsbury (OSU). Corresponding international
members are Pierre Tillier and Juergen Breitenbach. All U.S.
WOCE SSC members and working group chairmen are ex
officio members.
Present Advisory Committee membership includes: Al
Bradley (WHOI), David Brooks (TAMU), Neil Brown (Neil
Brown Instrument Systems), Larry Clark (NSF), John Dahlen
(Draper Labs), Jim Hannon (Sippican Ocean Systems, Inc.),
Ed Harrison (MIT), Bill Large (NCAR), Scott McDowell
(EG&G), John Morrison (NSF), Ken Prada (WHOI), Tom
Rossby (URI), Meredith Sessions (SIO), Paul Ferris Smith
(Ferranti-ORE, Inc.), Doug Webb (Webb Research), Carl
Wunsch (MIT), and Jack Zerener (Aanderaa Instruments,
Inc.).

7. Working Group on WOCE/TOGA
Data Management
This working group is charged with developing a system for
management of oceanic data for the WOCE and TOGA research programs. This includes defining the structure of a
common data management system, recommending standards
and procedures for the establishment of distribution and
analysis centers, defining data subset details for each type of
data likely to be collected, overseeing the coordination of a
management system, and assuring that adequate inventory
and archiving elements are established.
The working group will report regularly to the WOCE
Scientific Steering Committee and the U.S. TOGA Advisory
Panel, the joint overseers of the working group's activities
and membership. Proposed membership includes: M. Avignon (CNES), J. Brown (JPL), J. Churgin (NODC), J. Crease
(IOS, UK), R. Jenne (NCAR), T. Liu (JPL), K. Trenberth
(NCAR), and F. Webster (U. Del.), Chairman.
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